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Part 3 - Week 2 By Ajeet G Months later, the party, now at a mansion, was attacked by Sird.
Meanwhile, Professor Sycamore took Mewtwo to verify its claims about Mew's powers, and was told
by Mewtwo that it was too late to save the life of the humans. Mewtwo then summoned the
Legendary Pokémon, which attacked. Team Rocket arrived, and took the Mewtwo's Poké Ball to
unleash it. However, Sird rescued Mewtwo and quickly left, but found out that the party was gone.
He then sent out an army of all the Pokémon that he captured to the mansion. Ep. 6/23 "Star of the
Forest" (Oct. 16, 2001) With the legendary Pokémon out of the way, Sird took Mewtwo to the Moon,
intending to free the humans in a nearby temple and use their bodies as fuel for Mewtwo. Sird and
Mewtwo soon discovered that the humans were already dead and that only Mewtwo was left.
Mewtwo then told Sird that humans were the "source of everything evil" and used his powers to
revive all the Pokémon from the Moon, then arrived on Earth to burn down the temple. Sird then left
the planet for the next Moon as Mewtwo left for the next Earth to do the same. However, Sird and
Mewtwo arrived in different locations, and both went to different temples. They fought over the
power of the Pokémon, then the two started dueling with Mewtwo coming out the victor. When the
battle was over, Mewtwo started to levitate and headed towards the sky. Sird, who was inside the
Moon, decided to flee as he feared that Mewtwo would take over the planet and use its power. Ep.
7/7 "Confusion" (Oct. 23, 2001) The two battled over the power of the Sun, but were soon
interrupted by Giga using the power of the Sun to power up his Technitose which in turn cured the
Sun power. While battling with Giga, Sird and Mewtwo soon realized that the Technitose would not
work on them. They then decided to leave Earth for the next Solar System, but were soon
interrupted by Giga again. Giga then told Sird that if he did not stop Mewtwo's power, the Sun
would never come back to life. Ep. 7/15 "The Elite 4" (Oct. 30, 2001) Sird then set
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